
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Manual & Warranty 



 

Congratulations 
 

Thank you and congratulations to your purchase of this 

timeless EOYPSO
®
 watch. – This watch has been designed 

to be functional and beautiful at the same time. The design 

is inspired by constructive art and is called The Modern Art 

Watch™. The watch has been engineered and produced in 

Switzerland. The model has been created by E.Sarofim in 

the year 2016.  

We wish you with your new watch great times! 

 



Specification, Care and Maintenance 

 
Sapphire Crystal 
The watch’s crystal is made from Sapphire. This material is 
very hard and will not easily get scratched or break.  
 
Stainless Steel Case 
The watch’s case is made from stainless steel 316L. This 
material guarantees highest precision and lowest risk for 
allergies at excellent robustness and durability. 
  
Water resistance 

The watch is designed to a water resistance of 5 ATM. It will 

therefore withstand rains, showers and rinsing. Anyhow the 

watch is not dedicated to be used for water sports.  



Also, the water resistance of a watch can not be 

permanently guaranteed. It may be affected by aging e.g. of 

the gaskets or by shock. Precautions need to be taken to 

guarantee the water resistance, after the watch has been 

opened. Do not open the watch yourself, which will result in 

a loss of warranty. 

 

Temperature 

The watch is designed to operated between  0°C/32°F  and 

50°C/140°F. Do not wear it in a sauna. 
 

Shock, Heavy Vibration and Magnetic Field  

Do not drop the watch or expose it to heavy vibration or to a 

strong magnet.  
 



Cleaning  

Use a mild detergent diluted in water to clean the silicone 

strap. Dry the watch completely after rinsing. Do not use 

any organic solvent for cleaning, e.g. containing alcohol. 

 

Imprecision of time 

The watch’s imprecision is less +/-1sec per day. The 

second hand offset relative to the second markers can be 

up to +/-0.5sec. 
 

Period of operating 

More than 24 months.  

 

Battery type: 371 / SR920SW 

  



Setting Time and Date 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

A: Running 

Default position indicating 

time and date. 
 

B: Change the  Date 

At the first day of every new 

month you need to set the 

date to “01”. Turn clockwise 

to change the date. 
 

C: Change the Time 

Remember the watch has a 

24-hours cycle.  

 

A  B  C 



Setting the date & time the first time:  

1. At position B: Set the watch’s date to the date of 

yesterday, turning the crown clockwise � 

2. At position C set time & date to the correct date & 

time, turning the crown counter-clock-wise �. The 

first 12 hours after the date has changed is “am”, 

the second 12 hours is “pm”. 

3. Set the crown back to position A. 

After any change:  Move the crown fully back to positon A. 

Only when the crown is in this position, the watch is water 

resistant. 



Manufacturer’s Warranty  
 

EOYPSO Design GmbH (herein EOYPSO) warrants for a 

period of 2 years after purchase under the terms of this 

Manufacturer’s Warranty: The warranty is given on faulty 

products, related to faults in the material and production, 

existing at the time of purchase. The warranty comes only 

into force if the Warranty Certificate has been completely 

filled out and signed by the Seller or by the Manufacturer at 

the time or purchase. The warranty is provided sole by 

repair of the faulty watch or by replacement with a same or 

a similar watch. The warranty ends in any case 2 years after 

the initial purchase. The Manufacturer disclaims any liability 

for damages caused by a faulty watch (Limited Warranty). 



The manufacturer’s warranty does not apply to: 

- Expiry of battery 

- Normal aging, wear out, scratches & color changes  

- Damages due to accidental, inappropriate or 

careless use of the watch, such as: dropping, hitting, 

exposure to strong magnetic fields, inappropriate 

exposing to water, exposure to dust, shock, 

excessive temperatures, corrosive ambient or severe 

vibrations. 

- Offset of second hand relative to second markers. 

- Malfunction and damages, after the watch has been 

opened or serviced (including battery replacement) 

and defects resulting from such an inappropriate 

service and maintenance. 



This Manufacturer’s Warranty does not cover any other 

warranty, e.g. given by the Seller of this watch, which is in 

full responsibility of the Seller. This Manufacture’s Warranty 

does not limit other rights the Purchaser may have, e.g. due 

to regional laws. 

  



Warranty Certificate 

 

Date of Purchase: 
 

 

Model:   
 

 
Seller of Watch (Address, Stamp & Signature): 

 

 

 

Version: 2017-05.01ENG 

  



 

EOYPSO Design GmbH 

6332-Hagendorn  
Switzerland 
 
E-Mail : service@eoypso.com 
Internet : www.eoypso.com 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The design of our watch is protected by copyright, all rights reserved. This 
watch as whole and selected parts of it are protected by international design 
and model applications. EOYPSO

®
 and The Modern Art Watch™ are our 

trademarks.  


